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rectly a fraternity one. But such is the status
quo that the largest results will undoubtedly be
gained in this way. The CAMPUS bids God-speed
to anything in the line of athletics, and wishes
the league a propitious generation and prosperous career.
most pleasant features of social
O NElifeofat the
Allegheny this year, and one that will
live long in the recollections of by-gone days,
was the semi-theatrical entertainment given by
the young ladies of Hulings Hall, Saturday
evening, Feb. 2Isf. The object of the entertainment, that of securing funds to refit the parlors, was a very commendable one. This, in connection with the general good reputation of the
ladies as charming entertainers (though perhaps
more so individually than collectively), brought
the attendance up to a full, round measure, and
the affair proved a success financially as well as
socially. The entertainment, though amateur and
not capable of withstanding the criticism of a
connoisseur, was very creditable and showed a
reasonable amount of honest endeavor on the
part of the ladies. The college authorities should
certainly make better provisions for furnishing
the Hall. The occupants have vindicated their
right to have the Hall more generously provided for, by virtue- of the work they have personally experided and the encouraging fruits
that have been reaped therefrom.

T

HE CAMPUS has not been backward in ex-

pressing itself in regard to the dormant
state of literary enthusiasm.• We seriously
doubt whether any form of compulsory membership in the societies would alleviate the condition. Any relief, solid and substantial, must
come from the rejuvination of the feelings of
the student body in reference to literary gymnastics. However, some arbitrary arrangement
might possibly be brought to bear a beneficial

influence upon the condition. Old alumni are
the most enthusiastic friends of the literary
societies and words from them should bear
some weight. An old alumnus, an ardent
society man, has proposed the following scheme
for compulsory literary society membership,
which he believes practicable, and which, in his
estimation, will restore the literary societies to
their old and honored position of power and
influence in the college world. It is this, that
the Greek fraternities agree to initiate no person
who is not a member of a literary society. The
fraternities have robbed other institutions of
their proper nourishment and perhaps it is but
proper that they should co-operate in reviving
the literary societies ; that they now pay back
with interest what has slowly but unconsciously
been absorbed. The scheme, considered from
the standing point of what ought to be, is certainly a .good one, but, we fear, it would sail
into application on rather rough waters. There
are, perhaps, some apparent reasons which
would discountenance the step. For example,
probably no one would make the sweeping
statement that all C. E. students should join a
literary society. That a C. E. graduate is
better equipped for the world with the training
that our societies afford, no one doubts, but
whether the same energy expended in some
other line would not be more beneficial, is perhaps subject to discussion. Other cases of
similar character might be cited. These objections, however, could be -cleared away by certain
limitations. The plan, on a whole, has this advantage, it places the solution of the present
difficulty in the hands of the students. It has
been announced several times that the college
authorities would adopt some means for compulsory literary work, if the societies did not do
better work in the near future. It certainly
would be much more satisfactory and be productive of better results, if the question were
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solved by the students. The plan may be
objected to on the ground that it is a mere
artifice to increase the power of the fraternities.
This bubble is easily punctured. The facts are
that the fraternites have the power to make or
unmake the societies, that is, of course, so far
as the sentiment of the student body is concerned.
And an honest endeavor on their part can not
be distorted into an avaricious grasp for further
enhancement of power. All signs point to the
necessity of a reform. The scheme proposed,
we believe, has no vital faults. Of course,.
granting the remedy an effectual one, the great
question remains, will the Greek fraternities
accept it ? This is for them to answer. Their
growth has been permitted, since their fruits
have, in general, been wholesome. They have
gained a wonderful strength. If their power is
used discreetly, if they continue to pay good
interest for the investment, their future is bright.
They have before them a question to solve ;one
that will affect greatly their future and that of
the college. The CAMPUS invites fraternity men
to think on this.
precept, to respect gray hairs, figuratively
6 HEembodied
in the fifth article of the decalogue,
together with the blessings it bestows, calls back
the hours of childhood and its simple instructions at the parental hearth ; but there appears
to be those to whom the mandate comes with
the freshness of a 5 1st Congress amendment to
the moral order. English can scarcely be
charmed into a proper form to condemn the
actions of many students in the library.
The gentlemen who created the disorder in the
library rooms •on a recent occasion, have long
since been condemned by their own consciences,
if they possess anything which bears that ticket.
Our worthy librarian may.have his eccentricities.
Who of us has not ! He in every way commands
our respect. If there is a spark of gentility in

the studenebody, a calm and sober consideration
of the matter will result in a cessation of much
ungentlemanly conduct that is exhibited in the
library rooms. The student's character is in a
plastic condition ; his habits are moulding it
into shape, the close of college years will see
it hardened into a form the world can with difficulty alter. None too careful, then, can the
student be of his actions. Stop and think twice
before you do that which is unseemly and equally
as detrimental to yourself as it is annoying to
others.

uf

E beg permission to say one word to those
students who are attending Allegheny for
the first time this term, and who may contemplate not coming back in the spring. There is
a sort of college vagrancy into which a student
may fall unconsciously with great injury to himself. True, one of the greatest virtues, especially in this age of "go," is a capability to adapt
one's self to change without loss of force. It is
perhaps more truly the foundation of success
than the time-honored, muse inspiring perseverance. It is, however, too often carried to an
extreme. No student can form a just estimate
of any college in a single term, nor can he derive any permanent benefit from one term's
work. He forms connections in class work
wi.h a body of fellow students, sets himself
adrift in the course and breaks off before the
first landing has been reached. He returns
after some time, if at all, finds his former work
lost, his classmates gone, his work to begin
anew. In domestic vagrancy three moves are
by popular mathematics equated to the total
combustion of the parental domicile. By analogy it can be deduced : In college vagrancy
three changes balance the total extinction of all
ambitions for a college diploma. Don't commit the error of not giving the college or yourself a fair trial.
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Our public Scl?ools.
THEIR FOES AND FUTURE.

No decade has its peculiar problem. A question of the day is the bequest of centuries. Two
thousand years have passed since Aristotle
tilled the fertile mind of Greece ; four centuries
nearer us, Quintilian trains the crooked shoots
of Roman boyish intellect ; in the dawn of the
Renaissance Erasmus shows afresh the wasted
soil of medieval thought ; and but yesterday
Pestallozi brought almost to perfection the culture of the brain. Educators, these ? Yes, and
civilizers ! Yet the '90's usher in no harder
problem than the old one tried by them :
What is education and how shall we educate ?
• Misunderstanding is mother of both the faults
and foes of education.
Never in the world's history was the need of
education more keenly felt—never, perhaps,
were its aims and essence more widely misunderstood. Educational pathways are every-,
where broken, and defects omnipresent. England treads, with British stoicism, the curious
mosaic of "Board" Schools, "Trade" Schools,
"Public" Schools, "Free" Schools. English
salaries, in many cases, are yet based on the
number of successful scholars ; multitudes of
English children yet learn by rote ; and certain
religious sects, as the Jews, are remorselessly
debarred from public educational privileges.
France walks with swifter feet a safer road, yet
her public instruction extends only to the thirteenth year and private schools are apparently
a part of the French public system. However,
both in the French schools and in those of Germany newer methods rule and progress is certain, if, indeed, gradual. The United States,
with the best of all educational paths, is a
nation of critics. Every division of her system
must needs be bomb-proof ; every step in the
line of educational progress discovers new foes
behind new bulwarks.

The American public schools, with all other
educational systems, have their faults—faults
few but serious.
Incorripetence in individual workmen is cause
for general inefficiency in any trade The educational trade is no exception. Mobs, semi-ignorant alike of subjects taught and of modes of
teaching, have rushed yearly into educational
ranks. An occupation demanding keenest
brain, most acknowledged ability, has been
made dumping ground for mediocrity. Children-in-years have been taught by children-inbrain. Until the true meaning of education
becomes clear to teachers—until they appreciate
the fact that mere class-learning and discipline
are not teaching—incompetence will continue
as one of the vital faults of the public school.
Lack, of continuity in education has contributed largely to the school's imperfections.
Abrupt changes from Kindergarten to higher
methods, and lack of touch between high
schools and college could not but exert an evil
influence on the progress of the schools.
National indifference, bad buildings, worthless
texts—evils fast disappearing—have played
their various parts. And if apathy as to educational matters yet exists in Congress, it
should be remembered that like apathy characterizes that august body in all its deliberations
save, perhaps, those of a personal or party
nature.
That a definite education is not wholly compulsory has been a serious fault. If the State
has a right to educate at all, she has the right
to truly educate. There can be no true education with optional, indefinite, irregular, attendance. Schools show real results only when
they have real pupils.
Such are the genuine mistakes in our present
public education ; yet such faults furnish neither
the foes of the public schools nor the grounds
for their criticism.
True hostility to 'the public system has its
origin in misunderstanding of the true objects
of education, and the public schools find their
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real foes in the Utilitarian, Parochial, Private,
and Political, clans.
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clearer brain in nine cases out of ten will be the

Whether manual training might advantageously enter our system is another matter. The
training of the eye to keen discrimination and
of the hand to delicate skill cannot but be of
brain-culture. Workshops may be made educational aids of no mean power. Vet any demand
for technical trade-learning as a substitute for
general culture is mistaken, harmful, and a debaser of educational ideas.
The parochial foes of the public school are
perhaps, of all, the bitterest. Religious prejudice unites with all the rancor of a rival institution in hatred of the national schools. While
it will be well to remember in discussion the
rarely noted fact that Rome is not the only
parochial church—that quite a number of other
sects are equally pronounced in parochial opposition—yet the Catholic church may fitly be
taken as a typical parochial opponent of the
public schools.
To say that the same Pope, Under a new
name, holds the Vatican to-day who held it in
the days of Henry V ; that the same Cardinals,
who, in the middle ages, schemed for personal
and ecclesiastical aggrandizement, are scheming for the same objects to-day—is, perhaps, to
speak truth, but truth of no moment to educators. Whether Rome is as powerful, as ambitious, as despotic as ever ; whether American
Catholics are a democracy or not ; these are no
educational problems. The schools question
the educational attitude of the Roman Church,
and that attitude only. But as England's blazing hill-tops give warning of the stranger foe—
so may the burning protests of our American
schools lead us sternly to scrutinize the course
of this foreign church.
The Catholic church may or may not be opposed to education in general ; to the public
school she is the sworn foe. Her reasons are
many, her pretexts two.

basis of better business success, but such success
is a secondary object. The aim of education
is to make a man think ; not to think how to
succeed but to think and succeed.

First—she declares, plausibly enough, that
she can not send her children to schools in
which doctrines contrary to her own tenets are
taught. Were it true this would be strong

Our age has many bad names ; it is "materialistic," "skeptical," "practical," " iconoclastic." in centuries previous the stamp of antiquity was the warrant of safety ; in the present
it is held to be just ground for suspicion, investigation, correction. In such an epoch it were
strange had not some true beliefs, some noble
theories, been covered with the mud of materialism. In education especially, it seems, our
reformers would err in reforming : they would
work the utilitarian vein to its full extent, and
in education there is little that is earthy.
Our new educationists tell us that education
means training for trade ; that schools should
fit men for active life, and that they do not so ;
that money-making usefulness is, ,after all, the
true end of life, and that the schools train only
professional money-makers. And they proceed
to philosophize at great length on a "Life of
Usefulness," and the "Unfitness of Graduates "
for honest labor.
Much of this is honest and much more of it
is honestly meant, but, as in many other harmful theories, misunderstanding leads to falsity.
That the public schools should fit a man for
public usefulness is true ; that their sole or even
primary object is to fit men for public usefulness, is false. Education means training a man
to think : between this process and that of cultivating mere money-making ability in man is a
Tartarran gulf of difference. Education is thus
a thing intrinsic, not relative : general, not
special ; not confined to the schools, yet there
most easily and rapidly acquired. And if the
schools send forth a boy clearer brained and
more thoughtful than when he entered their
portals, their object is accomplished. The
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That parochial victory would be prejudicial
enough for objection. An hour spent in any
to
the interests of the public school, is a truism
public school, however, will prove the groundlessness of her fears. Teachers rarely if ever —it would be deadly. To say that the paroremark on the Scripture read. Alleged antago- chial course is unpatriotic, disloyal, un-Amerinisms between the English and Romish Bibles can, would be weak—it is traitorous.
are almost entirely mythical. The English
The Mormon church was false and disloyal—
we corrected her. The Roman church may be
Bible teaches Christianity—the Romish Bible,
Christianity with a grain of Roman Catholofalse and disloyal. In that case to those who
cism. It would be as fitting, as rational, as wish to see our national institutions survive the
sensible, for the Methodist to object because centuries, who appreciate the dangers of relighis "discipline" is not distinctly taught—for ious recognition by the State, one course alone
the Presbyterian to complain because school remains. Yet there are signs, and many which
children are not forced to subscribe to the West- indicate that the silent mass of Catholics dislike
minster Confession of Faith—as for the Roman the parochial and respect the national schools ;
Catholic to curse the public schools because of that religion and education should walk toBible reading. gether—yet at arm's length, is becoming more
The second pretext, strangely enough, is that apparent. In a word, the object of education
the public schools are "Godless." If Godless is getting clearer : to make a man neither religThe
means creedless the objection is well taken— ious nor irreligious, but thoughtful.
the schools are free from creeds. One need church, and, above all, the home, must give
only remark in passing that a church's doctrines religion, the schools are for education.
Side by side with parochialism is another esmust be peculiarly flimsy if she has to teach
and rub in religion to the exclusion of liberal sentially foreign foe. English private schoolism
education. If "Godless" means Christless the has in a measure detracted from the publicity of
assertion is false. If the Bible is the plain, the public schools. The schools are deemed too
clear, divine book that all Christians _claim it to common, too vulgar, for many scions of our
be, its reading must save the public schools aristocracy. Yet the spirit that thus apes Engfrom the charge of Godlessness. Consistent I lish blunders is so un-American in character
Catholics themselves appreciate their false pose- that as yet it has been a very small factor in the
tion, and priests, both many and learned, con- I educational problem.
demn their church's course. Yet despite the
A new wedge has just entered our school sysopposition of some patriotic priests—and all
tem. That wedge is city politics. It is a matpatriotic Americans—the parochial foes of the
ter for surprise that public school positions have
public school are apparently gaining ground.
so long escaped the rapacity of city politicians.
But a little while ago a Wisconsin Supreme Positions mean votes and the opportunities of
Court decided in their favor and a Detroit the situation are no longer hidden. Men of
mayor was recently elected solely on the Cathlong experience and tested ability are ousted ;
olic side of this issue. The teaching of patriot- men of no experience and doubtful talent oftism, freedom of and honesty in belief, allegiance times take their places. Needful appropriations
to no foreign potentate ecclesiastical or otherare denied ; needless ones are granted. Sala- wise—is the cause of Rome's especial opposi- ries already notoriously insufficient are either
tion. Parochial opposition in general finds its kept at the same disgraceful point or lowered—
origin in a desire to teach children religious rather in accordance with the belief that on official
than general facts. This may be religion, it is economy depends official popularity. And
much, if not all, of this is directly traceable to
not education.
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the educational ignorance of machine elected
hoards. If the evil spreads teachers will soon
have to court not only boards but bosses. Pulpits will perhaps follow as prizes of political
victory. The inimical influence of this new
enemy can hardly be over-estimated.
Such are the foes of the public schools.
Each has its origin in a peculiar error. The
utilitarian mistakes business training for education, and the vast numbers of children yearly
withdrawn from school to learn trades in shop
or store are the practical result. The sectarian
schoolmen mistake religious training for education, and the large membership of the parochial
schools is the outcome. The private educationalist thinks to find education in books alone
and narrow social clanism follows. The politician deems education a new field for his industry and ruined city schools mark his track.
Yet all of these enemies, while lessening the
usefulness of the public schools, have far from
crippled them. Despite their efforts education
proceeds in its work of leveling distinctions, increasing brotherhood, elevating humanity—
patriotism and Americanism continue to grow
under its beneficent care. Malevolent influences are at least recognized, and to recognize an
enemy counts for much. With our present
teachers there are strong grounds for hope in
the educating of the nation.
Yet the nation needs educating fully commensurate with the power of the present public
schools.
The conditian of the South needs no reference ; whites and blacks alike ignorant present
a problem much discusSed and little dealt with.
The much sinned against and sinful Indian calls
for a large share of public education. Mines
and factories need investigation, and Alaska
has room for enlightenment. That these various problems will he rapidly solved may be
confidently expected. The glorious past of the
public schools, their product,. their staunch support are potent encouragements to anyone who
has at heart the safety and perpetuity of our
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national institutions, and are glowing warrants
for the future.

A great river system stretches over our land.
Through broad branches it gathers the waters
which its mission is to pour into the sea ; and
back of those branches are streams and brooks
and springs. And labor cleanses those myriad
springs, clears from babbling shallows the
brooks, deepens the channels. Slowly the great
river swells into yet more majestic volume—
sweeps on with yet clearer depths. It is the
river of our national thought, and the schools,
quietly, steadily, are purifying its beginnings,
freeing it from babbling uselessness, deepening
and straightening its channels, and training it
to pour its ever grander burden into the sea of
human knowledge.
F. L. BULLOCK, '90.

onifpg (truth.
'Exchanges.
In the Ohio State Oratorical Contest at
Wooster, Miss Kate E. Morhart, the lady representative from the Ohio State University, took
first honor. Hersubject was "Materialism." Mr.
Carl F. Henry, of\Buchtel college, took second
honor, and Mr. G. K. Denton, of Delaware, third.
The colleges represented were Marietta, Buchtel,
Wooster, Denison, "Wittenberg, Ohio University, Ohio Wesleyan, Ohio State University and
Mt. Union. From all accounts the decision
was very satisfactory. Although unknown to
Miss Morhart, the CAMPUS sends congratulations and an earnest wish that other lady orators may appear before the public and claim
recognition.
The ,Votrc Dame Scholastic, while not of the
same religious pursuasion as ourselves, and
while it is filled a little too fully with items concerning the Very Rev. and Right Rev. and Rev.
Father General, yet we hail it as one of our
best exchanges. The literary articles are on a
line at once interesting and instructive.
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Whether there is such a thing as "luck' . is a
question that occupies more of our time than
ought to be so used. Our whole lives may be
made a success or failure according as we understand the word "luck." If we, as young
people, ever loose sight of the fact that we are
the "arbiters of our own fortunes," a great deal
of enthusiasm and energy will be taken from
efforts to become "something. - Suppose we
knew that at the close of our college life—after
we had labored hard to fit ourselves for higher
walks in life—we should only be the children of
chance and that we might or might not be .better for having worked so hard, how many of us e
think you, would remain here the required four
years, or indeed how many would come at all?
It is only as we realize that we are building for
"all time" that we will be careful how we build.
Scientifically the word "luck" is "non est. It doesn't appear in any scientific vocabulary,
and never in scientific experiments is "luck"
taken into consideration. Some one has said
that "the word luck is suggestive of want of
law." It has gotten abroad that a lucky person is one who arrives at distinction or wealth,
not by his own efforts or good merits, but by
some chance. No such persons exist. The
idea of chance is utterly repugnant to all notions of law or morals. We boast of a higher
civilization than the world has ever known before, and claim to be above all superstition ;
but how many are there among us who believe
in luck! We laugh at the ostrologers of old,
but still talk of lucky and unlucky stars. If
there were no law or order in the universe, if
anything in nature were produced by chance,
there would seem to be some reason for believing that our success in life depends on chance ;
but everything in nature is controlled by certain
laws, by cause and effect, and just so with our
success. A lucky person is not so often, and
*

perhaps never, one who comes into good fortune by chance, but one who has labored hard

not in our hands, yet they are ordered and controlled by certain fixed laws, and that just as
true as two times two are four, so will the same
laws set in operation bring forth the same
result.
An actual " strike of a sex '' has lately taken
place among the women of the Akona tribe in
Western Africa. According to the If oman's Herald,
they protested against the treatment to which their
fathers, husbands and brothers subjected them.
Remonstrances being of no avail, they tried a
stronger measure. A neighboring tribe, with whom
the Akonas were not on good terms, was appealed
to, and it agreed to take in all the dissatisfied
women. A village awoke one morning to find all
its women and girls gone, and work of almost
every kind at a standstill. Messengers were sent
after the women with instructions to grant their
demands in full.
Workmen making an excavation in Ft. Jefferson,
Kentucky, unearthed a helmet, steel breastplate, a
straight heavy sword and some fast decaying bones.
Upon investigation, the handle of the sword was
found to consist of pure gold set with rubies and
diamonds. On the handle was inscribed "Fernando
de Soto.'' Below the name is a coat of arms - and
the inscription in Latin. " The Spring of Youth."
It is believed ,without much doubt, that these are
the remains of the famous explorer, who sought in
vain the fountain of perpetual youth. History
says that De Soto was buried in the middle of the
Mississippi river, but history may be wrong. Fort
Jefferson now claims the honor of his grave.— The
Incongruities are always springing up in this
world of many phases. But who would have
thought when reading Mr. Andrew Lange's kee - i
and appreciative estimate of Hawthorne's pure and
exquisite imagination that this clear-sighted critic
would ever have cast in his fortunes with Rider
Haggard, of voluptuous and extravagrant fancy.
Truly, culture and heroism is in this day at a premium, and genius has gone up since John Milton
received his five pounds for those lines on Paradise Lost.

and earnestly for his success. Let us, fellow-

In the midst of examinations—Exam. the first

students, never forget that although affairs are

hour, the third, the fourth, ad infinitum. It is
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comforting to hear a wise and experienced professor remark that "examinations are only fit for a
college in the immature veal stage."

The Mercer Dispatch has the following to say
of one of the '87 boys:
Wm. .1. Whieldon, Esq., came in 'Nesday and
hung out his shingle as an attorney. He has
located in the office of G. W. AlcBride, Esq.,
north of the postoffice, where he is prepared and
legally qualified to dispense law in the most
approved form. Mr. Whieldon is a graduate of
Allegheny College, afterward taking a course in
the Boston Law School, and was registered in the
office of Miller & Gordon. He is a young man
of good qualities whom we welcome to our midst,
and wish him success in every particular.
"I'wo professions: '4You ne'er can object to my
arm 'round your waist, and the reason you'll readily guess. an editor, dear, and I always insist
on the 'liberty of the press.' " "I'm a minister's
daughter, believing in texts, and I think all the
newspapers bad. And I'd make you remove your
arm, were it not you are making the 'waste places
glad.' "—judge.

The following list of howls which distinguish
the leading institutions of learning in this country is published as being interesting for comparison. We give some in this issue and will
finish in next :
Allegheny—Alleghe, Alleghe, Rah, boom; Allegheny.
Amherst—Rah; rah-rah ; Rah; rah; Amh-e-r-s-t.
Hates—B-a-t-e-s. Rah, rah, rah. Boom-a-la-ka.
Blackburn—
Rah, rah, rah,
Zip, boom, bah.

B Black B Burn.
B-U-B-U-ni-vers-i-t-'-e;
Blackburn.
Bowdoin—b-c-w-d-o-i-n. Rah, rah, rah.
Brown—Rah, rah. Rah, rah, rah, rah.
California—Ha, ha, ha. California. V. C. Berk-

ley; Zip, boom, ah.
Colby—Colby. Rah, rah, rah.
Columbia—Hurray, hurray, hurray. ('-c-1-u-mb-i-a.
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Cornell—Cornell, Cornell, Cornell.

I yell, yell,

yell Cornell.
Dartmouth—Wah, who, wah. Wah, who, wall.
Da, didi, Dartmouth. Wah, who, wall.
Dickinson—Rip, rah, bus, his. Dickinsoniensis.
Georgetown (I). C.)—Georgetown, rah; Georgetown; rah, Georgetown, tiger, sis, boom, ah.
Hamilton—Rah, rah, rah. Ham-il-ton. Hamil-ton.' Zip, rah, boom.
Harvard—Rah, rah, rah. Rah, rah, rah. Rah,
rah, rah. Harvard
Hobart—Hop, Hobart. Hop, Hobart.
ho; Hip, Hobart.
Illinois, University of—
Rah, ho, rah;
Lip, Boom, ah;
Hip zoo, rah zoo,
Jimmy blow your bazoo,
IP SIDI IKI, U of I.
Champaign.

Hop,

EIIffIL
Miracle—Oswald struck with an idea.
Mr. Burnam, of Panama, has entered college.
Harrington, formerly a student at Allegheny,
visited friends in the city last week.
Miss Kate Snowden, a former student at the
Conservatory, is visiting friends in the city.
Dame Rumor has it that some students will
be given an indefinite vacation at the end of
this term.
Miss Myrtie E. Rice, '88, is now at Sinclairville, N. V., instead of Westfield, as was reported in a former issue.
Miss Nettie Staples, after a pleasant visit with
college friends last week, returned to her home
Saturday, accompanied by her brother.
Communicated—Whose heart is Pierced by
the shaft of .1 ,2r(ie)os?—CAmPuS Feb. 20.
Isn't that joke somewhat ap-Paul-ing?-11u1ings Hall.
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The Olde Englishe Club is said to have resuscitated itself and to be prepared for future
activity. The object of the organization is certainly a most commendable one, and the CAMPUS wishes it prosperity.
The work on the Ka/dron is being rapidly
pushed. The number of photographic plates,
which will adorn it, make it a desirable volume
for all. See that your name is given to some
one of the editors, so that you will be sure to
get a copy.
Buy a Montauk camera and take some views
in your college town and surrounding country.,
In ten years you will consider them worth many
times their cost. Each camera comes loaded to
take one hundred views. " You press the button ; we do the rest."
A band has been organized at Allegheny
College, to furnish music for the Battalion while
in camp next term. The following are the
members : Patchin, Murphy, Livermore, Reisinger, Goodwin, Daniels, C. L. Miller, Eighmy,
W. E. Porter, Hatch, H. B. Byers, Griffen.
Philo literary society held its regular election
last Friday night, February 27. The following
ticket was elected : President, C. C. Freeman ;
Vice President, C. A. Peffer ; Secretary, Arthur
Staples ; Vice President's clerk, F. G. Wineman ;
Critics, Messrs. Mowrey, Nickerson and McNees ;
Treasurer, E. I. Chesbro ; Sergeant-at-arms,
R. T. Adams.

be Dennis" and other inscriptions adorned the
pages.
The entertainment given by the young ladies
of Hulings Hall on February 2 i , was a success
in every particular. The following is the program :
" Sea Song," Quintette
Maude Malone, Eula Manett, Meda Donley,
Maude Johnson, Anna Murphy.
Picture, Fatima
" Dragon Fighter," Piano Duet
Jesse Edwards, Sara Kerr.
Picture, Spanish Lady
"When the Heart is Young," Solo....Cora Davis
Picture, Nydia
"Bubbling Spring," Piano Solo. .. Maude Johnson
Picture, Rebecca.
Picture, Gold and Silver
" Sleighride," Quintette
Picture, "Songs of Seven"
Read by Clara Howard.
Piano Duet, " Poet and Peasant "
Lillian Manett, Annabel Monroe.
Leana Donley
"Orange Blossoms,'' Solo
Picture, Devotion.
Picture, Niobe
" Bridal Procession," Piano Solo. . . Lehetta Baum
Picture, The Nun
" Lo! Again 'tis Evening,' Quintette
Statues, Sappho and Comedy
Whistling, " Forget-me-Not " .... Genevieve Bush
Picture, Death of Savonarola
Picture, A Surprise for George
" Good Night." Quintette

yrafFrnitg.

Some students, last week, forced the spring
lock on one of the library doors and, when all
The Phi Kappa Psis gave a reception to their
honest people are supposed to be in bed, amused
themselves by stacking the books of the " new" lady friends one evening last week.
room upon one of the tables, placed against
Geo. Ray has lately received a handsome Phi
the door of the main library room. Not con- Gamma Delta pin, crown-set with diamonds and
tent with this, they proceeded to scatter the pearls.
magazines around and to write "'93 - and " Allegheny" on the walls, carpets and window case- The Alpha chapter of the Delta Tau Delta
ments ; in the librarian's book, '93's yell, - Be- I fraternity, in full Choctaw costume, occupied
ware of insulting people here or your name will the upper boxes, which were tastefully draped
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with purple, gold and white, at the Academy,
on the evening of Feb. 19th, to listen to their
brother, Will Carleton.

Afumni,
F. L. Bullock, '99, came down from Panama
Saturday, to see his friends.
•
George G. Coup, '89, was in the city a few
days last week, attending to some business.
R. B. Reitze, '89, spent a week among the
boys, securing men to sell "scopes" during the
summer.
J. P. Hassler, M. D., '56, of this city, has an
article on "Dr. Koch and Consumption" in the
current number of the Chautauquan.
F. M. Kerr, '88, visited a few hours with his
friends in college last Monday.. He was on his
way to New York city, having been one of the
delegates from Union Seminary to the Missionary convention held last week at Cleveland.
We have to-day been called upon to mourn
the loss, at the same time, of one of our brightest and best professors. Dr. Alexander Winchell, the eminent geologist, died at his home
this morning, at nine o'clock. We mourn the
loss of one of our ablest professors. We call
upon the scientific world to lament with us the
extinguishment of one of its brightest lights,
and upon all men to mourn the loss of a true
christian man, one who has done as much as
any other ever has to reconcile science and religion. As a scientist Dr. Winchell was an acute
observer and a zealous, original worker ; his powerful and brilliant intellect enabled him to formulate many theories in connection with geology
that are now accepted. As a writer, he was the
most pleasing among scientists. His language
is good, and his works abound in beautiful and
apt figures. While reading them, one forgets he
is studying dry science and thinks he is reading
a beautiful poem. Upon the rostrum the same

characteristics showed forth, increased in effect
by his commanding personal appearance. Much
to the regret of many, he left incomplete a series
of lectures upon evolution, to the students of
the university. He was a faithful, christian man,
a Methodist. His best work has been done in
trying to bring together Revelation and Nature.
In every thing in Nature he saw the divine hand
working, the divine plan being perfected. He
was an earnest believer in evolution ; not evolution as a primary cause, but in evolution as a
divine plan of development. Truly his life has
been a successful one, and we believe he has
undergone the highest evolution, that he has
been developed into the perfect man.
F. B. M., '89, University of Mich.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Feb. 19, '91.

What

tale

,lass of

'90 is Doing.

(CONTINUED.)

C. B. Hawk, with N. Y. Loan Association,
Meadville, Pa.
J. B. Hawk, Sharpsville, Pa.
E. A. Hersperger.
J. E. Hood, with Engineering Corps, Havre,
Montana.
W. W Johnson, Hardware Business, W. Middlesex, Pa.
C. R. Manning.
S. S. Marquis, General "Theological Seminary,
New York City.
E. L. Mattern, Reporter on Brooklyn, N. N.
Eagle.
C. N. McClure, student, Heidelburg, Germany.
T. M. Morrison, Prin. of Schools,Waterford, Pa.
C. E. Newkirk, Hardware Business, W. Middlesex, Pa.
Lucy Pickett, Meadville, Pa.
G. W. Phillips, M. E. Preacher, Pittsburg, Pa.
John L. Porter, with Standard Oil Co., Oil
City, Pa.
M. A. Rigg, M. E. Preacher, Reynoldton, Pa.
Fred E. Russel, with Pittsburg Supply Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
AV. L. Siling, Prof. Mt. Hermon School, Mt.
Hermon, Mass.
W. H. Stenger, agent Lyceum Lecture Bureau.
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rectly a fraternity one. But such is the status
quo that the largest results will undoubtedly be
gained in this way. The CAMPUS bids God-speed
to anything in the line of athletics, and wishes
the league a propitious generation and prosperous career.
of the most pleasant features of social
O NE
life at Allegheny this year, and one that will
live long in the recollections of by-gone days,
was the semi-theatrical entertainment given by
the young ladies of Hulings Hall, Saturday
evening, Feb. 2Isf. The object of the entertainment, that of securing funds to refit the parlors, was a very commendable one. This, in connection with the general good reputation of the
ladies as charming entertainers (though perhaps
more so individually than collectively), brought
the attendance up to a full, round measure, and
the affair proved, a success financially as well as
socially. The entertainment, though amateur and
not capable of withstanding the criticism of a
connoisseur, was very creditable and showed a
reasonable amount of honest endeavor on the
part of the ladies. The college authorities should
certainly make better provisions for furnishing
the Hall. The occupants have vindicated their
right to have the Hall more generously provided for, by virtue of the work they have personally expended and the encouraging fruits
that have been reaped therefrom.

'HE CAMPUS has not been backward in expressing itself in regard to the dormant
state of literary enthusiasm.. We seriously
doubt whether any form of compulsory membership in the societies would alleviate the condition. Any relief, solid and substantial, must
come from the rejuvination of the feelings of
the student body in reference to literary gymnastics. However, some arbitrary arrangement
might possibly be brought to bear a beneficial

influence upon the condition. Old alumni are
the most enthusiastic friends of the literary
societies and words from them should bear,
some weight. An old alumnus, an ardent
society man, has proposed the following scheme
for compulsory literary society membership,
which he believes practicable, and which, in his
estimation, will restore the literary societies to
their old and honored position of power and
influence in the college world. It is this, that
the Greek fraternities agree to initiate no person
who is not a member of a literary society. The
fraternities have robbed other institutions of
their proper nourishment and perhaps it is but
proper that they should co-operate in reviving
the literary societies ; that they now pay back
with interest what has slowly but unconsciously
been absorbed. The scheme, considered from
the standing point of what ought to be, is certainly a •good one, but, we fear, it would sail
into application on rather rough waters. There
are, perhaps, some apparent reasons which
would discountenance the step. For example,
probably no one wonld make the sweeping
statement that all C. E. students should join a
literary society. That a C. E. graduate is
better equipped for the world with the training
that our societies afford, no one doubts, but
whether the same energy expended in some
other line would not be more beneficial, is perhaps subject to discussion. Other cases of
similar character might be cited. These objections, however, could be -cleared away by certain
limitations. The plan, on a whole, has this advantage, it places the solution of the present
difficulty in the hands of the students. It has
been announced several times that the college
authorities would adopt some means for compulsory literary work, if the societies did not do
better work in the near future. It certainly
would be much more satisfactory and be productive of better results, if the question were
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activity and an anti-progressive spirit, which
cannot be but detrimental. Various modes of
accomplishing the desired end may be resorted
to, if we only awaken to its importance. The
February number of the College Chips, Luther
College, 0., contains a cut of a modest little
gymnasium, erected by the students, and the
funds for building which were mostly contributed by under-graduates. It gives us a sensation
of being outside of the college world to note
what a large portion of our exchanges are devoted to athletics and physical training. Physical training has undoubtedly forced itself into
the college category of necessities. We are
most pleased to learn that Major Cree is so
enthusiastic over the matter. We wish him the
hearty co-operation of all, and unbounded success in bringing his department into proper
recognition.

ENTERED AT THE POSTOFFICE. MEADVILLE, PA.. AS SECOND-CLASS MATTER
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T is encouraging to note that our gymnasium
hopes are not all rainbows, at least that others
are equally sensible of the need confronting the
college. Major Cree, by the activity and enthusiasm he has aroused in the Battalion, has
shown himself of the hustling stuff. That he
is an ardent supporter of the gymnasium idea
is but another evidence of his energy and concise grasp of affairs. The major is a young and
energetic alumnus of the institution, and with
the gymnasium move in control of his enthusiasm, we feel insured that something will be
done. A perusal of the columns of our exchanges more and more vividly brings to our
attention the necessity of improvement in this
department of the college. A further neglect
of the matter Nvill brand the institution with in-

TANGENT to the gymnasium subject the CAM), PUS hopes to be able soon to announce the
revival of the Athletic Association, not as a mere
inactive, theoretical organization, to fill its
allotted space in the college annual, but as a
real, live and vigorously progressive centralization of activity, which will make athletics a
reality of some moment during the coming
spring term. An attempt is being made to
organize an inter-fraternity or Pan-Hellenic Base
Ball League. The idea is certainly a good one.
The fraternities seem to "have it," whether
rightly or not, they form the centers of activity
in the student body, and anything not emanating from them leads a precarious existence.
One base-ball organization is certainly all the
college can well support. There are good reasons why this organization should not be di-

